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Reaching the First Truly  
Post-Christian Generation

 y Award-winning author of The Rise of the Nones

 y Author is an accomplished pastor, professor, 
and the former president of Gordon-Conwell 
Theological Seminary

 y Introduces Generation Z, a population group 
making up over 25 percent of our society

 y Offers ministry strategies for reaching the first 
truly post-Christian generation

Move over Boomers, Xers, and Millennials; there’s a new genera-
tion—making up more than 25 percent of the US population—that 

represents a seismic cultural shift. Born approximately between 1993 and 
2012, Generation Z is the first truly post-Christian generation, and they 
are poised to challenge every church to rethink its role in light of a rapidly 
changing culture.

From the award-winning author of The Rise of the Nones comes this 
enlightening introduction to the youngest generation. James Emery White 
explains who this generation is, how it came to be, and the impact it is 
likely to have on the nation and the faith. Then he reintroduces us to the 
ancient countercultural model of the early church, arguing that this is the 
model Christian leaders must adopt and adapt if we are to reach members 
of Generation Z with the gospel. He helps readers rethink evangelistic and 
apologetic methods, cultivate a culture of invitation, and communicate 
with this connected generation where they are.

Pastors, ministry leaders, youth workers, and parents will find this an 
essential and hopeful resource.

Meet Generation Z
James Emery White

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

James Emery White (PhD, 
Southern Seminary) is the 
founding and senior pastor 
of Mecklenburg Community 
Church, a suburban megachurch 
in Charlotte, North Carolina, 
often cited as one of the fast-
est-growing church starts in the 
United States. Former president of Gordon-Conwell 
Theological Seminary, White is the author of several 
books, including The Rise of the Nones, Rethinking 
the Church, What They Didn’t Teach You in Seminary, 
and The Church in an Age of Crisis. He lives in North 
Carolina.

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Rise of the Nones
978-0-8010-1623-3
The Church in an Age of 
Crisis
978-0-8010-1387-4
What They Didn’t Teach You 
in Seminary
978-0-8010-1388-1
Rethinking the Church,  
rev. & exp. ed.
978-0-8010-9165-0
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Rights: Worldwide

Stories to Encourage Positive  
Behavior in Young Children

Habits and attitudes developed in the preschool and kindergarten years 
affect a child for the rest of his or her life. These years are also a 

challenging time for parents as children test boundaries (and patience). How 
parents and children respond makes all the difference in the world.

The GrowInG God’s KIds series is designed to help young children under-
stand their feelings, develop godly ways to deal with temptations, and form 
positive attitudes and behaviors that will serve them well in the future. In 
Being Brave, parents and children are encouraged to face their fears and 
approach new situations with courage.

Being Brave
GrowinG God’s Kids

Carolyn Larsen; Tim O’Connor, illustrator

Habits and attitudes developed in the preschool and kindergarten years 
affect a child for the rest of his or her life. These years are also a 

challenging time for parents as children test boundaries (and patience). How 
parents and children respond makes all the difference in the world.

The GrowInG God’s KIds series is designed to help young children under-
stand their feelings, develop godly ways to deal with temptations, and form 
positive attitudes and behaviors that will serve them well in the future. In It’s 
Okay to Feel Sad, parents and children are encouraged to express sadness 
and to comfort each other in healthy ways.

It’s Okay to Feel Sad
GrowinG God’s Kids

Carolyn Larsen; Tim O’Connor, illustrator

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Carolyn Larsen is the bestselling author of 
more than fifty books for children and adults, 
including the popular Little Girls and Little 
Boys Bible storybooks. She is a frequent con-
ference speaker around the world, bringing 
scriptural messages filled with humor and 
tenderness.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Carolyn Larsen is the bestselling author of 
more than fifty books for children and adults, 
including the popular Little Girls and Little 
Boys Bible storybooks. She is a frequent con-
ference speaker around the world, bringing 
scriptural messages filled with humor and 
tenderness.
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Habits and attitudes developed in the preschool and kindergarten years 
affect a child for the rest of his or her life. These years are also a 

challenging time for parents as children test boundaries (and patience). How 
parents and children respond makes all the difference in the world.

The GrowInG God’s KIds series is designed to help young children under-
stand their feelings, develop godly ways to deal with temptations, and form 
positive attitudes and behaviors that will serve them well in the future. In 
Sharing with Others, parents and children are encouraged not only to avoid 
selfishness but to approach others with hearts that take joy in sharing.

Sharing with Others
GrowinG God’s Kids

Carolyn Larsen; Tim O’Connor, illustrator

Stories to Encourage Positive  
Behavior in Young Children

Habits and attitudes developed in the preschool and kindergarten years 
affect a child for the rest of his or her life. These years are also a 

challenging time for parents as children test boundaries (and patience). How 
parents and children respond makes all the difference in the world.

The GrowInG God’s KIds series is designed to help young children under-
stand their feelings, develop godly ways to deal with temptations, and form 
positive attitudes and behaviors that will serve them well in the future. In 
My Stuff, Your Stuff, parents and children are encouraged to understand the 
concept of ownership, borrowing, and stealing.

My Stuff, Your Stuff
GrowinG God’s Kids

Carolyn Larsen; Tim O’Connor, illustrator

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Carolyn Larsen is the bestselling author of 
more than fifty books for children and adults, 
including the popular Little Girls and Little 
Boys Bible storybooks. She is a frequent con-
ference speaker around the world, bringing 
scriptural messages filled with humor and 
tenderness.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Carolyn Larsen is the bestselling author of 
more than fifty books for children and adults, 
including the popular Little Girls and Little 
Boys Bible storybooks. She is a frequent con-
ference speaker around the world, bringing 
scriptural messages filled with humor and 
tenderness.
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Bible Prophecy Shows God  
Remains in Control

 y Clear biblical teaching about the “signs of the 
times” by a highly respected pastor and Bible 
teacher

 y Author has a large radio and television ministry 

 y Interesting, newsy writing makes for an effort-
less read that sustains reader interest

 y Author is pastor of 8,500-member Johnson 
Ferry Baptist Church and past president of the 
Southern Baptist Convention

Even a cursory glance at the news is enough to convince us that the 
world is falling into chaos. But we haven’t seen anything that compares 

to what will happen in the final events leading to the second coming of 
Jesus Christ.

For anyone who longs to know what the future holds—and especially 
for those who look for a glimmer of hope in our broken world—highly 
respected pastor and Bible teacher Bryant Wright offers a book that shows 
God has not lost control over his creation. In fact, he has a sovereign 
plan that includes ultimate victory for the church and the salvation of his 
people, Israel. God’s timeless promises offer hope to believers who are 
grieved at the state of the world. Wright carefully illuminates the signs of 
the times that point toward his glorious appearing and millennial reign, 
and answers common questions, such as:

What does the Bible say about the antichrist?
What will be the future of Israel?
Where is Armageddon, what will happen there, and why?

The Stage Is Set
Bryant Wright

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Bryant Wright is pastor of the 
8,500-member Johnson Ferry 
Baptist Church in Marietta, 
Georgia, and past president of 
the Southern Baptist Conven-
tion. His teaching is broadcast 
on six major radio stations in 
Georgia and nearly sixty in 
Florida. His TV spots air on 
major networks, including NBC, 
CNN, ESPN, Headline News, MSNBC, and Fox News. 
Learn more at www.rightfromtheheart.org.
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trade paper
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RELIGION / Eschatology
Rights: Worldwide
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Knock Out Insecurity and Anxiety  
with Passion, Purpose, and Courage

 y Helps women overcome eight common 
joy-killing fear inducers as they experience the 
overwhelming love of God

 y Includes a 12-week fear fighting group study 
challenge, personal inventories, checklists, 
prayers, and analysis for growth

 y Author is popular blogger and writer whose 
work has been featured on Crosswalk.com, 
iBelieve.com, and (in)courage.me

So many women are breathing but don’t feel alive. They walk through 
life feeling judged, worried, and apprehensive, as though their voices 

don’t count, their lives don’t matter, and their faith is weak. But they hide 
these doubts and fears, put on a happy face, and go out to face the world, 
already defeated.

Kelly Balarie knows what it’s like, and she’s here to say that the time for 
hiding from our fears is past. Compassionate, encouraging, and grounded 
firmly in Scripture, Fear Fighting helps women address their fears, one 
by one, so they can be freed to live out their lives with passion, purpose, 
and an unstoppable, contagious faith. Through these tangible strate-
gies, including a 12-week fear fighting group study challenge, personal 
inventories, checklists, and ways to measure their growth, women will find 
themselves emboldened and empowered to face world, knowing they are 
already victorious.

Fear Fighting
Kelly Balarie

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kelly Balarie is a passionate national speaker who has spent nearly ten years leading 
groups of women in spiritual growth, marriage building, and general Bible studies across 
the nation. She has lived her subject matter. Her faith was built as she battled through a 
debilitating eating disorder, depression, multiple sclerosis testing and concerns, company 
failures, family deaths, job losses, and times without income or money. Throughout 
difficult circumstances, Kelly has looked past the pain to uncover the beauty of God’s 
always-developing purposes for her life. Her greatest desire is to share this treasured 
beauty with other women who need a fresh drink of God’s grace and restoration. Kelly is 
a featured blogger at Crosswalk.com and iBelieve.com. Her work has been featured on 
Relevant, (in)courage.me and was also the cover story on Today’s Christian Woman. She 
lives with her husband and two toddlers near the sun-soaked shores of the East Coast.
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An Invitation to Discover the Joyful and Powerful 
Christian Life Found Only in Fellowship with Others

 y Easy-to-use workbook is perfect for Real-Life 
Discipleship users

 y Gives readers Scripture-based practical steps 
to spiritual maturity that is attainable

 y Helps readers to develop a culture in their 
churches that creates true loving relationships 
as Jesus modeled

 y Supports The Power of Together trade book

None of us is lovable all of the time—and no one can make us feel 
worse than those closest to us. So we keep others at arm’s length to 

protect ourselves, rather than reaching out for relationship. But think of 
who Jesus invited into his life and ministry. They weren’t always lovable. 
Yet he modeled perfect love for us and showed how the mark of a spiritu-
ally mature believer is engaging with others in meaningful relationships. 
In The Power of Together, pastor and author Jim Putman looked at the 
critical importance of “doing life” in close fellowship with other believers. 
Now he helps readers apply those truths to their lives with this interactive 
workbook, perfect for small groups or individuals.

The Power of Together 
Workbook
Jim Putman

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jim Putman is the senior 
pastor of Real Life Ministries 
in Post Falls, Idaho, one of the 
most influential churches in 
America. A three-time all-Amer-
ican wrestler in college as 
well as a successful wrestling 
coach, Putman holds degrees 
from Boise State University 
and Boise Bible College. He is 
the author of Church Is a Team Sport, as well as the 
widely adopted Real-Life Discipleship program.

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Power of Together
978-0-8010-0800-9
Church Is a Team Sport
978-0-8010-1302-7

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 17
$18.99
978-0-8010-0795-8

lay-flat
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240 pages
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Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Relationships
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide
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General
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Rights: Worldwide

The ancient Jewish life-giving balm in Psalms helps us recover our equi-
librium in a world where so much knocks us off balance and steals our 

shalom. This devotional and Tree of Life Version of the Bible come from the 
heart of today’s Messianic Jewish movement to provide the Jewish essence 
of Psalms in a way that promises shalom for the heart and soul.

Shalom in Psalms
Jeffrey Seif, Glenn Blank, and Paul Wilbur

Popular Theologian Offers a Clear 
Explanation of Salvation

A Devotional with Ancient Jewish 
Wisdom for the Modern Soul

What must you do to be right with God? The Reformers broke with the 
Roman Catholic Church when they insisted people are justified by 

faith alone. But today many Protestants fail to grasp that keystone of faith. In 
Faith Alone, a Gold Medallion finalist, R. C. Sproul explains why Protestant-
ism and Roman Catholicism split over justification in the first place and why 
that division remains an uncrossed chasm. Protestants must understand the 
biblical, Reformation view of the doctrine of justification to grasp the power 
of the gospel and proclaim it far and wide today. This repacked edition of a 
classic offers a new generation of Christians a clear explanation of the vital 
doctrine of salvation.

Faith Alone
R. C. Sproul

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

R. C. Sproul has served the church as a 
seminary professor, preacher, and author of 
more than sixty books. He is the founder and 
chairman of Ligonier Ministries and can be 
heard teaching daily on the radio program 
Renewing Your Mind, which broadcasts on 
more than three hundred radio outlets in the 
United States and throughout fifty countries.
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Available: January 3
$17.99
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trade paper
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Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / 
Devotional
BIBLES / Other Translations / Devotional
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Jeffrey Seif is project manager and vice 
president of the Messianic Jewish Family 
Bible Project.

Messianic Rabbi Glenn Blank leads  
Beit Simcha (www.beitsimcha.org),  
a Messianic Jewish congregation in  
Allentown, Pennsylvania.

For more than thirty-five years, Paul Wilbur 
has traversed the globe with guitar in hand, 
singing and declaring the praises of Yeshua 
(Jesus) the Messiah who set him free so 
many years ago. He has served for years on 
Messianic and church staffs, is a published 
writer, and is an Integrity Music recording 
artist.
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The Perfect Evangelism Tool during  
the Easter Season

 y Compelling evidence that the resurrection is real

 y Bestselling authors’ robust platforms reach 
across many different generations and ages

 y Format and affordable price point make this 
an excellent giveaway piece for outreach and 
evangelism

When Jesus died on the cross, it seemed that all had been lost. Death 
had won. But after three days in a rich man’s tomb, Jesus appeared 

. . . alive! The news was so shocking that his followers refused to believe 
it until they saw him with their own eyes. Then Jesus made some amazing 
promises. His resurrection would change every aspect of their lives and 
their futures. 

In this fascinating look at the claims of the Gospel writers and two 
thousand years of believing Christians, bestselling author Josh McDowell 
and his son Sean McDowell examine the compelling evidence and present 
the facts about the resurrection and what it means for readers today.

The Resurrection and You
Josh McDowell and Sean McDowell

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

After almost four decades of 
ministry, Josh McDowell is 
still reaching millions of skep-
tical youth and adults. Through 
live events, such as Why Wait?, 
Right from Wrong, and Project 
911, he has touched the lives of 
more than seven million young 
people in eighty-four countries. 
To date, Josh has written or 
cowritten nearly eighty books on topics ranging from 
Christian apologetics to common problems facing 
youth, including the bestselling Evidence that De-
mands a Verdict and More Than a Carpenter. For over 
thirty years, Josh and his wife, Dottie, have partnered 
in what he considers his first ministry: family. They 
have four children and live in Dallas, near the Josh 
McDowell Ministries headquarters.

Sean McDowell, PhD, is 
a gifted communicator with 
a passion for reaching the 
younger generation with the 
gospel message. A professor 
at Biola University in the 
apologetics program, Sean 
is the author or coauthor of 
fifteen books, including A New 
Kind of Apologist. He travels 
widely, speaking at camps, churches, universities, 
and conferences worldwide. He blogs regularly at 
SeanMcDowell.org.
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Essential Biblical Guide for  
Counseling Couples

 y By popular demand, brand-new spiral bound 
book focused on couples’ issues in successful 
series

 y Each topic includes an introduction, relevant 
biblical texts, practical steps, and resources

 y Series has sold more than 650,000 copies

Choosing a mate. Faithfulness. Maintaining healthy communication. 
Sexual intimacy. Blended families. Forgiving each other. Career and 

family goals. The challenges of infertility. Disagreements over parenting 
styles. The stress of money and finances. Aging and retirement. Couples 
face an enormous variety of challenges over the course of a marriage— 
including maintaining the marriage itself.

Quick Scripture Reference for Counseling Couples is just what struggling 
couples—and those who counsel them—need. In a convenient spiral bind-
ing, this helpful resource makes the power, encouragement, and hope of 
Scripture accessible to pastors and counselors as they guide couples, both 
through premarital counseling sessions and when they hit those inevitable 
rough patches in marriage.

Quick Scripture Reference 
for Counseling Couples
Keith R. Miller and Patricia A. Miller

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Keith R. Miller is professor 
and program director of Bible 
and theology at Calvary Bible 
College. He is a graduate of 
Moody Bible Institute, Calvary 
Bible College, and Dallas 
Theological Seminary.

Patricia A. Miller is a pro-
fessor and program director for 
biblical counseling at Calvary 
Bible College. She is a graduate 
of Moody Bible Institute, 
Western Illinois University, and 
Calvary Theological Seminary.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Quick Scripture Reference  
for Counseling, exp. ed.
978-0-8010-1579-3
Quick Scripture Reference  
for Counseling Women, 
updated & rev. ed.
978-0-8010-1580-9
Quick Scripture Reference  
for Counseling Youth,  
updated & rev. ed.
978-0-8010-1583-0
Quick Scripture Reference  
for Counseling Men
978-0-8010-1588-5

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 14
$14.99
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5¼ x 8 
304 pages
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Rights: Worldwide
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ExCERPT

One decision can change the 
course of your life. Perhaps you long 
for more happiness and purpose, 
but you feel trapped and helpless. 
You’re running on life’s treadmill. The 
speed is escalating and the slope is 
elevating. You’ve said, “If only I could 
dismount and set a different course.” 
Well, that’s what Your Next 24 
Hours is all about. It’s your roadmap 
to making this “day one” of a more 
rewarding life.

The decision before you is a door. 
But only you can decide whether to 
turn the knob and venture into the life 
you always wanted. By taking the first 
step, you’re vowing to do the next act 
of kindness in front of you . . . until it 
becomes you. You’re saying you want 
to leave self-centeredness behind and 
invest in the lives of others. You want 
24 hours of kindness to become your 
lifestyle.

Along the journey, you will discover 
that each day is filled with new 
opportunities to lift someone’s spirits 
and to make the world a little bit better: 
opening a door, flashing a smile, saying 
thank you, offering a ride, letting others 
go first, apologizing for a mistake, paying 
for a meal, complimenting the server, 
greeting a stranger, slapping a kid a 
high-five, and much more. On the surface, 
these decisions appear insignificant, 
but collectively they have the power to 
change everything. 

Perhaps you believe you can’t make a 
difference in a world where hatred seizes 
the headlines and anger marches through 
the streets. After all, you’re only one 
person—and the enemies of kindness are 
fierce. Well, you may be unable to negoti-
ate a peace treaty or singlehandedly stem 
the tide of hunger and disease. But through 
your kindness you can change your home, 
workplace, school, church, and community. 
You can be part of a growing movement 
where kindness offers hope, heals wounds, 
combats loneliness, and restores what is 
broken. You can change your part of the 
world by becoming an agent of kindness 
and compassion.
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 y In the tradition of Pay It 
Forward and Random Acts of 
Kindness, this book inspires 
readers to pursue a lifestyle 
of kindness

 y Authors are the leaders of 
Convoy of Hope, an inter-
national humanitarian-aid 
organization based in 
Springfield, Missouri

 y Authors have an email list of 
180,000+ subscribers that 
will be used in promoting 
the book

 y Authors have important 
networks that can be lever-
aged to market and sell this 
book, including Catalyst, 
TBN, ORU, and AOG

If asked, who among us wouldn’t say we were kind people? But kindness is often mani-
fested in feelings of pity or sympathy—especially when others are watching—rather than 

in deeds. And when it comes down to it, what good does mere feeling do for the world?
Your Next 24 Hours is about something much bigger—a lifestyle of kindness, without 

thought of reciprocation, extended toward every person in our lives, both friend and foe. 
Through powerful true stories of kindness lived out, this book shows readers the enormous 
difference they can make through small, doable acts of kindness in their families, communi-
ties, workplaces, schools, and churches. It shows how every encounter with another person 
is an opportunity to be kind—and a chance to change our world.

Readers of Your Next 24 Hours will find deep satisfaction and joy as they discover how 
they can be part of a revolution of kindness that starts with them and reaches out through 
every person their lives touch. 

Your Next 24 Hours
Hal, Steve & Dave Donaldson  
and Kirk Noonan

Discover the Power of Kindness
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Hal Donaldson cofounded and 
serves as president of Convoy 
of Hope, Inc. Since 1994, 
Convoy of Hope has distributed 
nearly $1 billion worth of food 
and vital emergency supplies to 
more than 70 million people. 

Dave Donaldson cofounded 
Convoy of Hope and speaks 
to audiences throughout the 
nation inspiring them to live 
their lives serving those who 
are impoverished and suffering. 

Steve Donaldson cofounded 
Convoy of Hope and focuses 
on training and resourcing 
community and church leaders 
so that they are equipped to 
address basic human needs in 
rural communities. 

Kirk Noonan is a former 
magazine journalist who now 
serves as Vice President of 
Creative Communications for 
Convoy of Hope.
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Why Jesus is Superior to Other  
World Religious Leaders 

 y Compares Jesus to Buddha, Krishna,  
Confucius, and Muhammad

 y Focuses on a critical comparison of Jesus 
Christ with founders of four world religions

 y Author is an apologist at Biola University, 
senior researcher at Reasons To Believe, and 
former radio cohost of The Bible Answer Man

 y An excellent apologetics resource

Was Jesus just a spiritual leader, like Buddha, Krishna, Confucius, and 
Muhammad? Or is he something more—something else entirely?

In God among Sages, apologist Ken Samples offers readers a biblical 
and historical portrait of Jesus, grounded in the claims Jesus makes 
about himself. Then Samples compares and contrasts Jesus with Buddha, 
Krishna, Confucius, and Muhammad using eight relevant categories of 
evaluation. He also helps readers understand the competing philosophies 
of religious pluralism, inclusivism, and exclusivism. The result is a clearer 
understanding of what sets Jesus apart as not simply a teacher to follow 
but God himself, worthy of our full allegiance and worship.

Christians who struggle to answer claims that Jesus was just a good 
teacher, as well as those haven’t quite made up their minds about Jesus’s 
claims to divinity, will value this accessible introduction to comparative 
religions. 

God among Sages
Kenneth Richard Samples

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kenneth Richard Samples  
is a senior research scholar with 
Reasons To Believe, the premier 
science-faith integration 
ministry. An adjunct instructor 
of apologetics at Biola Univer-
sity, Samples is the author of 
Without a Doubt, A World of 
Difference, and 7 Truths That 
Changed the World. He lives 
in Southern California with his wife, Joan, and their 
three children.

ALSO AVAILABLE

7 Truths That Changed  
the World
978-0-8010-7211-6
Without a Doubt
978-0-8010-6469-2
A World of Difference
978-0-8010-6822-5
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How One Unlikely Couple and Their  
Extraordinary Love Story Changed History

 y Popular biography of one of history’s most 
intriguing and famous marriages

 y Illustrates how Martin Luther’s theology of 
grace and his views on marriage were lived 
out in his day-to-day life

 y Coincides with the 500th anniversary of the 
Protestant Reformation

Their revolutionary marriage was arguably one of the most scandalous 
and intriguing in history. Yet five centuries later, we still know little 

about Martin and Katharina Luther’s life as husband and wife. Until now. 
Against all odds, the unlikely union worked, over time blossoming into 

the most tender of love stories.This unique biography tells the riveting sto-
ry of two extraordinary people and their extraordinary relationship, offering 
refreshing insights into Christian history and illuminating the Luthers’ 
profound impact on the institution of marriage, the effects of which still 
reverberate today. By the time they turn the last page, readers will have a 
deeper understanding of Luther as a husband and father and will come to 
love and admire Katharina, a woman who, in spite of her pivotal role, has 
been largely forgotten by history.

Together, this legendary couple experienced joy and grief, triumph and 
travail. This book brings their private lives and their love story into the 
spotlight and offers powerful insights into our own twenty-first-century 
understanding of marriage.

Katharina and  
Martin Luther
Michelle DeRusha
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The Life, Legacy, and Lessons  
of a Civil Rights Giant

 y Powerful and moving memoir from a longtime 
leader of the Civil Rights Movement

 y Filled with engaging personal stories calling 
the church to lead the reconciliation effort today

 y Author’s Let Justice Roll Down was named one 
of the fifty books that have shaped evangelicals

 y Foreword by Randy Alcorn

According to recent surveys and studies, race relations in the United 
States are the worst they’ve been since the 1990s, and many would 

argue that life for most minorities has not significantly improved since the 
civil rights era of the 1960s. For so many, the dream of true equality has 
dissolved into a reality of prejudice, fear, and violence as a way of life.

John M. Perkins has been there from the beginning. Raised by his share-
cropping grandparents, Perkins fled Mississippi in 1947 after his brother 
was fatally shot by a police officer. He led voter registration efforts in the 
1950s, worked for school desegregation in the 1960s, and was imprisoned 
and tortured in 1970. Through it all, he has remained determined to seek 
justice and reconciliation based in Christ’s redemptive work. 

“Justice is something that every generation has to strive for,” he says. 
And despite the setbacks of recent years, Perkins finds hope in the young 
people he has met all across the nation who are hard at work, bringing 
about reconciliation in God’s name and offering acceptance to all. Dream 
with Me is his look back at a life devoted to seeking justice for all God’s 
people, as well as a look forward to what he sees as a potentially historic 
breakthrough for people of every race.

Dream with Me
John M. Perkins
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top fifty books that have shaped evangelicals.
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After years as believers, we can come to find the Christian life too compli-
cated, our zeal diminished, and our relationship with Jesus grown cold 

and predictable. Award-winning author and respected pastor John MacArthur 
reminds readers that what’s been lost can be found again. This practical tool 
will help Christians restore the fire and conviction of their first love for Christ 
by helping them better understand his character, his glory, and his love for 
them. MacArthur counsels all who want more love for Christ to pursue him by 
making Christ their focus each day, in every activity, in every contact, and in 
every thought.

A Simple Christianity
John MacArthur

How to Start a Church from ScratchRediscover the Simple Basis of Our 
Faith—Now in Paper

Starting a church from scratch? Start here! Launch offers specific 
strategies for beginning a church with no members, no money, and no 

staff. Readers get clear, practical how-to strategies for quickly raising funds, 
creating a team, planning services, effective evangelism, and rapidly devel-
oping a growing membership. Specific advice is included for reaching that 
often difficult-to-target demographic, the 20- to 40-year-old. Now thoroughly 
revised and expanded to keep up with the ever-changing landscape of church 
planting. 

Launch, rev. & exp. ed.
Nelson Searcy and Kerrick Thomas
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served as the director of the Purpose Driven 
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the founder of ChurchLeaderInsights.com and 
the Renegade Pastors Network.

Kerrick Thomas is a teaching pastor at The 
Journey Church and regularly co-leads train-
ing events with Nelson Searcy. Prior to his 
move to New York to plant The Journey, he 
received a master of divinity from Princeton 
Theological Seminary.
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John MacArthur is a popular author and 
conference speaker and has served as 
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ing to Jesus and The MacArthur Study Bible, 
a 1998 ECPA Gold Medallion recipient.
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25 Biblical Laws for a Successful Career

 y Connects the ancient wisdom of the Bible to 
values that can transform a career

 y Original Portuguese edition has sold more 
than 250,000 copies

 y Stories and principles for success from entre-
preneurs and management experts

 y Includes 25 biblical virtues to adopt and  
7 cardinal sins to avoid

The Bible provides ancient wisdom and values that can lead to a life of 
great success today. After years of biblical study and personal expe-

rience, William Douglas and Rubens Teixeira have identified twenty-five 
key principles that are of central importance to the pursuit of a successful 
career and life. In this practical and powerful book, readers will learn

•	 twenty-five biblical laws of success
•	 cures for seven sins that block success
•	 what Solomon teaches in Proverbs about professional accomplishments
•	 the mindset that encourages personal development
•	 ten personal virtues coveted by the market
•	 how to have money and success with harmony and balance in life
Anyone who wants to succeed in a career or business will benefit from 

The 25 Biblical Laws of Success.

The 25 Biblical Laws  
of Success
William Douglas and Rubens Teixeira
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is part of Educafro, a Brazilian 
organization working to prevent 
racial prejudice and promote equal opportunities, and 
is the entrepreneurship coordinator for social projects 
for United Missions, part of the Brazilian Baptist Con-
vention. He is also part of the Brazilian Evangelical 
Academy of Writers.

Rubens Teixeira is former 
CFO of Petrobras Transporte 
S.A. (Transpetro) and an analyst 
for Central Bank of Brazil, as 
well as a professor, writer, 
and frequent panelist. He was 
honored with the National Trea-
sure Prize for his PhD thesis 
with proposals for the Brazilian 
economy and is the author of 
How to Succeed When You Are Not the Favorite. He 
holds a civil engineering degree and a masters degree 
in nuclear engineering from the Military Institute of 
Engineering, a law degree and PhD in economics from 
the Federal University of Brazil (UFF), and a military 
science degree from the Military Academy of Agulhas 
Negras. He is also part of the Brazilian Evangelical 
Academy of Writers.
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A Resource Guide to Denominations  
and Ministries

 y A guide to more than 200 of the largest de-
nominations and 300 ministries in the United 
States

 y Covers the history, beliefs, traditions, affiliated 
colleges, and media of these organizations

 y Perfect for pastors and church libraries

Though the church universal is an ancient institution, the contemporary 
ministry landscape is always changing. That’s why a new resource with 

useful information about Christian organizations is needed.
The Essential Handbook of Denominations and Ministries is an easy-

to-use guide to more than 200 of the largest denominations and 300 
ministries in the United States. The entries for organizations include a brief 
history and summary, a contemporary profile, and discussion on doctrinal 
emphases, creeds, membership, and interdenominational and ecumenical 
alliances. Pastors, ministry leaders, community leaders, and students will 
find this resource a helpful guide as they seek to understand Christian 
denominations and ministries.

The Essential Handbook  
of Denominations  
and Ministries
George Thomas Kurian and Sarah Claudine Day, eds.
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of the Encyclopedia Society and the editor of sixty 
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coeditor of the World Christian Encyclopedia, The En-
cyclopedia of Christian Civilizations, the Dictionary of 
Christianity, and Encyclopedia of Christian Literature.

Sarah Claudine Day is the managing editor of the 
Encyclopedia Society and has worked on a number 
of multivolume works, including, most recently, 
Encyclopedia of Christian Literature, Encyclopedia of 
Christian Civilization, and the Encyclopedia of Political 
Science. She has written articles appearing in several 
reference books.
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ExCERPT

Sometimes our sin stays hidden 
because we are in denial or because 
our pride has blinded us to it; but 
oftentimes we try to keep our sin a 
secret because we just can’t deal 
with what we’ve done. So we do our 
best not to think about the mistakes 
we’ve made or sins we’ve committed, 
and we try to steer clear of God. How 
could he possibly forgive us when we 
can’t even forgive ourselves?

Before Adam and Eve sinned in the 
Garden of Eden, the Bible says they 
lived life naked and unashamed. The 
moment sin came on the scene, they 
were ashamed and did their best to 
hide from God.

Sometimes when our secret sin 
gets exposed and we can no longer 
hide it – then we go into hiding. As 
much as possible we do our best to 
avoid the people who know. Shame 
becomes our constant companion who 
relentlessly whispers, You’re not worthy 
of forgiveness. You don’t deserve a 
second chance. 

But here’s a surprising characteristic 
about grace – it chases you. You can run 
away and hide, but grace is relentless. 
Grace will chase you down. That’s 
what’s happening to someone of you 
right now and you don’t even know. With 
every word you read, grace is gaining 
ground. 

As a pastor, I love witnessing the 
moment grace finally catches up to 
someone’s mess. The phrase I use to 
describe that moment is “beautiful 
collision.” Those two words don’t seem 
to go together. Collision brings to mind 
words like broken, busted, wrecked – not 
typically words that fit with beautiful. But 
the Gospels are full of beautiful collisions. 
When a broken, busted, and wrecked life 
collides with Jesus, it’s a beautiful thing.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kyle Idleman is teaching 
pastor at Southeast Christian 
Church in Louisville, Kentucky, 
the fifth largest church in 
America, where he speaks to 
more than twenty thousand 
people each weekend. He is the 
bestselling and award-winning 
author of Not a Fan as well as 
Gods at War and The End of 
Me. He is a frequent speaker for national conventions 
and in influential churches across the country. Kyle 
and his wife, DesiRae, have four children and live on 
a farm.

 y Reveals grace is greater than 
everything else—it defeats 
our sin, heals our hurts, and 
conquers our circumstances

 y Bestselling author with  
collective sales of nearly  
2.5 million books

 y Conversational writing style 
and heart-moving stories 
bring grace and redemption 
to life

 y Author is pastor of the fifth 
largest church in America, 
writing on a core Christian 
topic

 y Curriculum is available from 
the award-winning City on a 
Hill team

The writer of the letter to the Hebrews said, “See to it that no one misses the grace of 
God.” Over the centuries much ink has been spilled on the subject of grace. Yet perhaps 

nothing is as hard to explain as God’s grace. It doesn’t make sense. It’s not fair. It can’t pos-
sibly cover over what I’ve done. The best way—perhaps the only real way—to understand 
it is to experience it. But too often in our churches we’re not getting grace across and grace 
is not experienced. 

Bestselling author and pastor Kyle Idleman wants everyone to experience the grace of 
God. Through the powerful medium of story, Grace Is Greater leads readers past their hang-
ups toward an understanding of grace that is bigger than our mistakes, our failures, our de-
sire for revenge, and our seemingly impossible situations. No sin is so great, no bitterness 
so deep that God’s grace cannot transform the heart and rewrite the story.

Perfect for individuals and also for small groups and church-wide studies, Grace Is 
Greater will help readers truly grasp God’s grace, even if the Christians around them have 
failed to live it.

Grace Is Greater
Kyle Idleman
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10 Practices Great Christians  
Have in Common

 y Popular book repackaged and rebranded for 
the next generation of readers

 y Bestselling author Chip Ingram is teaching 
pastor and CEO of Living on the Edge radio 
program heard by millions

 y Easy-to-apply principles Christians can use

Now poised to reach a new readership, Good to Great in God’s Eyes 
shows how Christians can honor God with lives of great faith and 

excellent work. Believers become great in God’s eyes by applying the ten 
common characteristics of great Christians:

•	 think great thoughts 
•	 read great books 
•	 pursue great people 
•	 dream great dreams 
•	 pray great prayers 

•	 take great risks 
•	make great sacrifices 
•	 enjoy great moments 
•	 empower great people 
•	 develop great habits

Using Scripture, personal stories, and examples from Christians who left 
a lasting legacy, bestselling author Chip Ingram offers practical steps for 
becoming great in all areas of life, in spiritual growth, family, relationships, 
and career. Includes a foreword by Bob Buford and helpful discussion 
questions to facilitate group or individual study.

Good to Great in God’s 
Eyes, rev. & updated ed.
Chip Ingram
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Chip Ingram is the senior 
pastor of Venture Christian 
Church in Los Gatos, California, 
and teaching pastor and CEO of 
Living on the Edge, an interna-
tional teaching and discipleship 
ministry. A pastor for over 
thirty years, Chip has a unique 
ability to communicate truth 
and challenge people to live out 
their faith. Chip is the author of many books, including 
Culture Shock, The Real Heaven, The Invisible War, 
and Love, Sex, and Lasting Relationships. Chip and 
his wife, Theresa, have four grown children and nine 
grandchildren and live in California.
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Home Life, Technology Choices, and the 
People We Want to Become

 y From an award-winning author, former  
campus minister, and current executive editor 
of Christianity Today

 y Meets a huge felt need for guidance to raise 
kids of real character in a technology- and 
media-saturated world

 y Features in-depth research about how families 
relate to technology and what they wish they 
did differently

Making conscientious choices about technology in our families is more 
than just using internet filters and determining screen time limits 

for our children. It’s about developing wisdom, character, and courage in 
the way we use digital media rather than accepting technology’s promises 
of ease, instant gratification, and the world’s knowledge at our fingertips. 
And it’s definitely not just about the kids.

Drawing on in-depth original research from the Barna Group, Andy 
Crouch shows readers that the choices we make about technology have 
consequences we may never have considered. He takes readers beyond 
the typical questions of what, where, and when and instead challenges 
them to answer provocative questions like, Who do we want to be as a 
family? and How does our use of a particular technology move us closer or 
farther away from that goal? Anyone who has felt their family relationships 
suffer or their time slip away amid technology’s distractions will find in this 
book a path forward to reclaiming their real life in a world of devices.

The Tech-Wise  
Family
Andy Crouch
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Andy Crouch is executive edi-
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author of Playing God and Cul-
ture Making, which was named 
one of the best books of 2008 
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well as receiving a shout-
out in Lecrae’s 2014 single 
“Non-Fiction.” His writing has 
appeared in Time and the Wall Street Journal, and he 
serves on the governing boards of Fuller Theological 
Seminary and the Council for Christian Colleges and 
Universities. He lives with his family in Swarthmore, 
Pennsylvania.
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How Do We Love One Another Well  
in a World of Differences?

 y Invites readers disillusioned by polarization 
and division in our relationships and commu-
nities to begin the often unnoticed hard work 
of building bridges with those around them

 y Author is a rising Christian women’s thought 
leader, blogger, and contributing writer to  
(in)courage.me

 y Author is regular speaker at Allume, Refresh 
My Heart, Compel, Q Women, and City Gates

Jesus didn’t say that the world would know we are his followers by our 
biting rhetoric, our political leanings, our charity work, or even by our 

knowledge of Scripture. He said the world would know us by our love for 
one another. Yet it’s so easy to put others at arm’s length, to lash out, to 
put up walls. Deidra Riggs wants us to put our focus on self-preservation 
aside and, like Jesus, make the first move toward reconciliation.

In One, Riggs shows readers that when Jesus offered himself up in our 
place, he was not only purchasing our salvation but also setting an exam-
ple for us to follow. She helps readers understand that they are secure in 
God’s inexhaustible love, making them free to love others lavishly—not 
just in what they do but in what they say, what they don’t say, what they 
will endure, and what they will forgive.

Anyone who longs for unity in the church, in their family, and in their 
community will find in this book both inspiring examples of loving done 
well and encouragement to begin the often unnoticed hard work of build-
ing bridges with those around them.

One
Deidra Riggs
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Deidra Riggs is the author of 
Every Little Thing, as well as an 
influential blogger at her own 
blog, JumpingTandem, and at 
DaySpring’s (in)courage, and 
has served as managing editor 
for TheHighCalling.org. She 
has been a speaker for TEDx 
and IF:Gathering and has organized her own women’s 
retreat, hosting speakers like Lisa-Jo Baker, Holley 
Gerth, Amena Brown, and many more. She and her 
husband have two adult children and live in Lincoln, 
Nebraska. Learn more at www.DeidraRiggs.com.
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How to Create and Keep  
Meaningful Friendships

 y Offers a biblical foundation for friendship, 
practical tools for cultivating new and deeper 
friendships, and stories that normalize the 
messiness of our relationships

 y Author maintains a blog, Grace Covers Me, and 
contributes to other popular blogs, including 
Desiring God and (in)courage

 y Author speaks at popular conferences such as 
Exponential, Gospel Coalition, Velocity, and 
Send North America

Women long for deep and lasting friendships but often find them chal-
lenging to make. The private angst they feel regarding friendship of-

ten translates into their own insecurity and isolation. Christine Hoover offers 
women a fresh, biblical vision for friendship that allows for the messiness of 
our lives and the realities of our schedules. She shows women

•	what’s holding them back from developing satisfying friendships
•	 how to make and deepen friendships 
•	 how to overcome insecurity, self-imposed isolation, and past hurts
•	 how to embrace the people God has already placed in their lives as 

potential friends
•	 and how to revel in the beauty and joy of everyday friendship
With stories of real friendships and guidance drawn from Scripture, 

Hoover encourages women to intentionally and purposefully invest in one 
of the most rewarding relationships God has given us.

Messy Beautiful  
Friendship
Christine Hoover
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Christine Hoover is a pastor’s 
wife, mom, speaker, and the 
author of From Good to Grace 
and The Church Planting Wife. 
She has written for the Gospel 
Coalition, Desiring God, and 
Christianity Today. Blogging at 
www.GraceCoversMe.com, she 
enjoys helping women apply 
the gift of God’s grace to their 
daily lives. She lives in Virginia.
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How Healthy Is Your Church?

 y Guidance for pastors searching for answers for 
their struggling churches

 y Author is a leader in the Gospel Coalition net-
work and speaks at their conferences

 y Davis’s An Infinite Journey was featured by Tim 
Challies as one of the ten best books of 2014

 y Foreword by Mark Dever

Church health is measured by more than just numbers, but declining 
membership is often a key symptom of a church in crisis. The pastor of 

a dying church doesn’t need to be told it is dying; he needs to find the way 
forward—and he needs hope.

Author and pastor Andrew Davis offers readers the lessons he’s learned 
in his own journey of leading church transformation, including

•	 keeping Christ’s ownership of the church central
•	 being humble
•	 choosing your battles wisely
•	 empowering godly men to join in leadership
•	making prayer a priority
•	 focusing on the Word
•	 and more
Church decline is not inevitable. Revitalize gives pastors the spiritual 

support they long for and the practical advice they need to turn their 
churches around and position them for greater health in the future.

Revitalize
Andrew M. Davis
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North Carolina, and a visiting 
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books of 2014.
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Selections from Influential Writings  
of Martin Luther

 y A collection of writings to demonstrate origi-
nal principles of the Reformation 

 y Historical and theological introductions pro-
vide context for each of Luther’s pieces

 y Coeditor is pastor emeritus of Moody Church 
and host of Running to Win

 y Book releases for the 500th anniversary of the 
Protestant Reformation

Though most of the Protestant world can trace its roots back to the Ref-
ormation, many people today have only a vague knowledge of Martin 

Luther’s writings. “Didn’t he write the Ninety-Five Theses?” Jack Kilcrease 
and Erwin Lutzer step into this vacuum with a carefully selected collection 
of Luther’s works.

Centered around the five solas of the Reformation (sola Scriptura, sola 
fide, sola gratia, sola Christus, soli Deo gloria), the selections offer readers 
an accessible primer on works that are foundational to the theology of 
Protestantism in all its forms. Introductions to each writing include an 
explanation of the historical context and the theological significance of the 
piece. Students of the Bible, pastors, teachers, and seminary students will 
find this collection an enlightening introduction to Luther in his own words 
and a useful addition to their libraries.

Martin Luther  
in His Own Words
Jack D. Kilcrease and  
Erwin W. Lutzer, eds.

ABOUT THE EDITORS

Jack D. Kilcrease (PhD, 
Marquette University) teaches 
philosophy, systematic theol-
ogy, and church history as an 
adjunct professor at Aquinas 
College in Grand Rapids, Mich-
igan, and at the Institute of Lu-
theran Theology. He is a church 
elder at Our Savior Lutheran 
Church in Grand Rapids. He is 
the author of The Self-Donation of God: A Contem-
porary Lutheran Approach to Christ and His Benefits, 
and his writings have appeared in The Journal of 
Ecclesiastical History, Lutheran Quarterly, Logia, and 
Concordia Theological Quarterly, among others. 

Erwin W. Lutzer (BTh, Winni-
peg Bible College; ThM, Dallas 
Theological Seminary) is pastor 
emeritus of Moody Church in 
Chicago. He has led tours to 
the sites of the Reformation in 
Europe, including Wittenberg, 
Worms, Geneva, and Zurich. 
He is an ECPA Gold Medallion 
Award–winning author of 
several books, including Hitler’s Cross, The King Is 
Coming, and When a Nation Forgets God, as well 
as Rescuing the Gospel. He is the featured speaker 
on three radio programs, including Running to Win. 
Lutzer and his wife, Rebecca, live in the Chicago area.
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A Comprehensive Tool  
to Study the Bible by Topic

 y Comprehensive topical resource for studying 
the Bible

 y The entries are carefully organized into nine 
major categories 

 y Organized and created by an outstanding 
editorial team including Martin Manser, Alister 
McGrath, J. I. Packer, and Donald J. Wiseman

The Complete Topical Guide to the Bible provides Scripture references, 
definitions, and cross-references for the study of the Bible by topic. 

The topical approach differs significantly from the lexical approach of a 
concordance, and a topical guide is an essential supplement to a concor-
dance. While a concordance is limited to the connection of biblical passag-
es in which the same word appears, the topical approach identifies and 
connects all of the underlying concepts related to a topic. A concordance 
would not yield John 3:16 for a study of grace because the word grace 
does not appear in the verse, but The Complete Topical Guide to the Bible 
includes John 3:16 for grace because it’s an essential verse on the topic. 
The topics in this resource include biblical, doctrinal, and historical sub-
jects, and they are organized into nine major categories: God, Jesus Christ, 
the Holy Spirit, creation, humanity, sin and salvation, God’s people, the life 
of the believer, and the last things. In addition to the great themes of the 
biblical message, practical issues of Christian living are also included.

The Complete Topical 
Guide to the Bible
Martin H. Manser,  
Alistair E. McGrath, J. I. Packer,  
and Donald J. Wiseman, eds.

ABOUT THE EDITORS

Martin H. Manser is a profes-
sional reference-book editor. Since 
1980 he has compiled or edited 
more than two hundred reference 
books in the areas of English 
language and Bible reference. He 
has also written or edited books 
on writing, business, and time management.

Alister E. McGrath is Andreas 
Idreos Professor of Science and 
Religion at the University of Oxford 
and president of the Oxford Center 
for Christian Apologetics. He is 
the author and editor of numerous 
books, including the award-win-
ning The Passionate Intellect: Christian Faith and the 
Discipleship of the Mind.

J. I. Packer, considered one of 
the most influential evangelicals 
in North America, is the Board of 
Governors’ Professor of Theology 
at Regent College in Vancouver, 
British Columbia. His many books 
include Knowing God and Keep in 
Step with the Spirit.

Donald J. Wiseman (d. 2010) was a renowned 
archaeologist and Assyriologist who took part in 
excavations in Iran, Syria, Turkey, and Israel. He also 
wrote several commentaries on the Old Testament 
and was involved in the translation of the New 
International Version of the Bible.
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Proven Strategies for Growing Your Church

 y Practical, user-friendly guide helps churches 
break through growth barriers

 y Revised to include new graphics, updated 
church illustrations, and increased coaching

 y Authors are nationally recognized top consul-
tants and researchers 

Some churches grow rapidly, only to hit a ceiling. Other churches 
have experienced declining or static attendance—many of them for 

decades. Frustrated pastors and church leaders want growth methods that 
work, but without adding to pastoral fatigue. 

How to Break Growth Barriers argues that growth comes when effective 
leadership and lay-empowerment skills work hand in hand. This requires 
a shift of focus from the shepherd as the primary caregiver to shepherd as 
developer and coach of many caregivers. The authors show pastors how to 
communicate a vision for the future and then how to lead the congregation 
into the paradigms necessary for potentially limitless growth.

The strategies found in this book are not only tried and true, and taken 
from a biblical perspective of a “harvest” vision. They’re also newly updated 
to reflect our changing culture, including helpful charts and checklists for 
self-evaluation.

How to Break Growth  
Barriers, updated ed.
Carl F. George and Warren Bird

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Carl F. George, one of North America’s premier 
church growth consultants, has trained pastors, staff, 
and top executives from more than one hundred 
denominations. He is former director of the Charles 
E. Fuller Institute of Evangelism and Church Growth 
and former president of the American Society for 
Church Growth. His other books include Nine Keys to 
Effective Small Group Leadership. He and his wife, 
Grace, live near Greenville, South Carolina.

Warren Bird is research director for Leadership 
Network, the nation’s leading catalyst for helping 
innovative church leaders move from ideas to 
impact. An ordained minister, he teaches at Alliance 
Theological Seminary. He is also author or coauthor 
of twenty-eight books, including Next: Pastoral Suc-
cession That Works. He and his wife, Michelle, live in 
a suburb of New York City.
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